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Assembly Instructions for Sanus Systems TVM
Thank you for choosing a Sanus Systems television wall mount. The TVM is designed to mount 13” to 27” televisions
weighing up to 100 lbs to a wood stud wall. It has three tilt settings: 0°, -5°, and -10°. It will also Pan up to 110°, and swivel
up to 180°. The size and weight of your television will affect these specifications.
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5] Attach the Plastic Connector Top:
Slide the Plastic Connector Top (g) onto the end of the Arm (c). Place the Set Screw (h) through the off center hole in the
Plastic Connector Top. Thread it into the mating hole in the Arm with a Phillips screw driver as shown in diagram 5.

6] Add the TV Platter:

Safety Warnings: If you do not understand these directions, or have any doubts about the safety of the installation, please
call a qualified contractor or contact Sanus at 800.359.5520 or www.sanus.com. Our customer service representatives can
quickly assist you with installation questions and missing or damaged parts. Replacement parts for products purchased
through authorized dealers will be shipped directly to you. Check carefully to make sure that there are no missing or defective parts. Never use defective parts. Improper installation may cause damage or serious injury. Do not use this product for
any purpose that is not explicitly specified by Sanus Systems. Sanus Systems can not be liable for damage or injury caused
by incorrect mounting, incorrect assembly, or incorrect use. Please call Sanus Systems before returning products to the point
of purchase. Do not use this television mount with electronic devices hooked to the television by wire such as game boxes.

Make sure the TV Platter (i) is oriented so that the tallest bent side points up and faces the front. Set the TV Platter down
on top of the Plastic Connector Top (g). Under the head of the Platter Bolt (j) there is a square neck. This square shape fits
into one of the 3 square holes cut into the center of the TV
Platter. The back hole is 0° tilt, the center hole is -5° tilt and
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the front hole is -10° tilt. The size and weight of your televi-   slot
sion will affect tilt angle. Do not use the 10° Tilt hole with
televisions larger than 23” or 60 lbs. Place the Platter Bolt
down through the selected square hole in the TV Platter, then
through the center hole in the Plastic Connector Top. Finally,
       g
add the Nylon Washer (o), the Platter Bolt Washer (k) and
thread the Platter Nut (l) onto the end as shown in diagram 6.
  m
       slot
Note: Make sure the Platter Nut is tight.
7] Add the Plastic Connector Bottom:
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Click the Plastic Connector Bottom (m) into place on the
Plastic Connector Top (g) as shown in diagram 7.

    loop around
       television

8] Prepare the TV Platter:
Loosen the 8 nuts on the bottom of the TV Platter and adjust
its width so that the slots in the left and right sides are just
outside the width of the television. When the width is set,
retighten the 8 nuts to lock it in place.
9] Secure the Television:

     

n

     down through
      the end hole
        second
       up through the
       middle hole first

Place the television onto the TV Platter (i) so that the bottom front of the TV sits just behind the front lip. While holding the
TV in place on the platter, run the TV Strap (n) down through one of the TV Platter slots, up through the other and over
the top of the television. Fasten the TV Strap securely as shown in diagram 9 and your installation is complete.
WARNING: NEVER leave the TV on the wall mount without the TV Strap securely in place!
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Required Tools: Drill with 7/32” drill bit, wrench or socket set, and a Phillips screw driver
Supplied Parts: Hardware shown actual size. Other parts are scaled.
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(1) Wall Plate - a			

(4) Lag Bolt - b						

(1) Arm - c
1] Find a stud:
The Wall Plate (a) must be mounted to a wood stud. Use a high quality stud sensor to locate the stud. It is a good idea to
verify where the stud is located with an awl or thin nail as shown in Diagram 1. Make sure the Wall Plate is oriented so that
the two tabs are close to the bottom as seen in Diagram 2. Use the Wall Plate as a template to mark the 4 hole locations for
the Lag Bolts (b) between the two edges of the chosen stud. Pre-drill four holes 2.5” deep at the marked locations using a
7/32” drill bit.
2] Mount the Wall Plate:

			

(1) Arm Pivot Bolt - d 			

(1) Arm Pivot Nut - e

(1) Wall Plate Cover - f

Attach the Wall Plate to the wall using all 4 of the Lag Bolts as shown in diagram 2.
WARNING: Tighten Lag Bolts (b) only until the Wall Plate (a) is pulled firmly against the wall. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE LAG BOLTS!
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(1) Plastic
Connector Top - g

(1) Set Screw - h		
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(1) TV Platter - i
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3] Add the Arm:
		

(1) Platter Bolt - j			

(1) Platter Bolt Washer - k		

(1) Platter Nut - l

Place the round part of the Arm (c) between the tabs on the Wall Plate (a) so that two holes show on top at the other end.
Place the Arm Pivot Bolt (d) down through the two tabs on the Wall Plate and through the hole in the round side of the Arm.
Thread the Arm Pivot Nut (e) onto the bottom of the Arm Pivot Bolt and tighten with a wrench as shown in diagram 3.
Note: Make sure the Arm Pivot Nut is tight, but still allows you to rotate the Arm.
4] Add the Wall Plate Cover:

(1) Plastic Connector Bottom - m		

(1) TV Strap - n		

(1) Nylon Washer - o

Place the Wall Plate Cover (f) over the Arm (c) and snap it onto the Wall Plate as shown in diagram 4.

